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Abstract 
A reason maintenance system which extends an 
ATMS through Mukaidono's fuzzy logic is 
described. It supports a problem solver in 
situations affected by incomplete information 
and vague data, by allowing nonmonotonic 
inferences and the revision of previous 
conclusions when contradictions are detected. 
INTRODUCTION 
Any reasoning system must deal with belief revision 
at some extent. 
In recent years truth maintenance systems have been 
proposed as powerful tools able to perform belief 
revision at a general level. 
These systems can be viewed as constraint 
propagation mechanisms which tell a problem solver 
what things it is currently obliged to believe, given a 
single set of premises and a set of deduction 
constraints, some of which may be nonmonotonic. 
Justification-based TMS (Doyle 1979) (McAllester 
1980) (McDermott 1983) maintain a single context 
of belief and support nonmonotonic justifications, 
while assumption-based TMS (de Kleer 1986) (Martins 
1 988) avoid the restriction that the overall set of 
premises is contradiction free, maintaining multiple 
contexts of belief. 
Early truth maintenance systems dealt with certain 
beliefs only, but several successive works extended 
them in order to allow handling of some kind of 
uncertainty. 
De Kleer and Williams (de Kleer 1987) have assigned 
probabilities to assumptions in an A TMS which 
diagnoses multiple mutually indipcndent faults. 
Falkenheiner (Falkenheiner 1988) has introduced 
Dempster-Shafer theory into Doyle's TMS. 
D'Ambrosio (D'Ambrosio 1989) has used an ATMS to 
compute beliefs for a special case of the Dempster­
Shafer model. 
Provan (Provan 1989) has incorporated belief functions 
into A TMS and Laskey and Lehner (Laskey 1989) have 
shown that any Dempster-Shafer inference system can 
be represented in a ATMS by attaching probabilities to 
assumptions that represent hypotheses in a background 
frame. 
Dubois et a!. (Dubois 1990) extended an ATMS in 
order to handle uncertainty, pervading justifications or 
grading assumptions, represented in the framework of 
possibility and necessity measures. 
In this paper we describe a Fuzzy Truth Maintenance 
System (FTMS) obtained by extending an ATMS 
through fuzzy logic. 
The general idea and motivations of our approach are 
very close to those of Dubois et a!. (Dubois 1990). 
The main difference from their work lies in the fact 
that in our system propositions involve vague 
predicates which may have intermediary degrees of 
truth and the underlying logic is truth-functional, 
while Dubois et al. consider propositions which are 
true or false, but due to the lack of precision of the 
available information it can only be estimated to what 
extent it is possible or necessary that a proposition is 
true. 
In the following the basic definitions and properties of 
the adopted fuzzy logic are reported and, successively, 
definitions and functionalities of the FTMS are 
discussed. 
MANY-VALUED 
RESOLUTION 
LOGI C S  AND 
The work described in this paper is part of a research 
aiming to compare existing theories of uncertainty 
(both logical and probabilistic) from the viewpoint 
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of the efficiency of inference rules and revision 
mechanisms. 
Since the resolution principle (Robinson 1 965) 
encompasses several inference rules in classical logic 
(modus ponens, modus tollens, disjunctive and 
hypothetical syllogisms, constructive and desctructive 
dilemmas) and it is widely used in reasoning systems, 
we firstly focused our attention on extensions of the 
resolution principle dealing with some kind of 
uncertainty. 
Dubois and Prade (Dubois 1987) extended the 
resolution principle in the case of uncertain 
propositions where the uncertainty involves non-vague 
predicates and it is modeled in terms of necessity 
measures. 
The first attempt to a theory of fuzzy resolution was 
proposed by Lee (Lee 1972) for a fuzzy logic defined as 
follows. 
Let [S] denote the truth value of a formula S: 
[S] E [0,1] 
[-,S] = 1-[S] 
[R v S] = max([R],[S]) 
[R" S] = min([R],[S]) 
[R � S] = [-,R v S] = max(l-[R],[S]). 
An interpretation I is said to satisfy a formula S if 
[S] ;:>: 0.5 under I. 
The resolution principle corresponds to the 
following rule of inference: 
let s1 = x v L1 ; 
Sz= -,x vLz; 
a logical consequence of S 1 " Sz is the resolvent: 
and, in fuzzy logic, if [S 1 " S2l > 0.5 then: 
0.5 < [SJA S2l :5 [R(SJ,S2)l :5 [SJ v S2]. 
Basically Lee proved that the resolution principle is 
complete in fuzzy logic and if every clause in a set has 
a truth-value greater than 0.5, then all the logical 
consequences obtained by repeatedly applying the 
resolution principle will have truth-value at least 
equal to the most unreliable clause, but never 
exceeding the truth value of the most reliable one. 
These results were extended to a more general case 
by Mukaidono (Mukaidono 1982) (Mukaidono 1989) 
which allowed the truth value of all the clauses to be 
taken in the closed interval [0,1], introducing an 
inference strategy for fuzzy Prolog based on the 
following definitions. 
The confidence c(S) of a formula S is defined as 
c(S) =([S] - 0.5) * 2 
and the fuzzy resolution principle asserts that the 
confidence of resolution Cr of the resolvent R(S 1 ,S2) 
is: 
Cr(R(SJ ,S2))= (max([x],[-,x]) - 0.5) * 2 = lc(x)l 
where x is the key predicate in the resolution. 
If S2 = R(S3, S4) then 
Cr(R(Sl ,  S2)) = min(cr(S2), lc(x)l). 
The definition [R � S] = [-,R v S] = max(l -[R],[S]) 
adopted for implication in fuzzy logic allows the 
inference of S from R ( or -,R from -,S) only when 
[R � S] � [-,R] (or [R � S] � [S] respectively). 
This resolution principle is proved to be complete and 
significant for any truth value in the closed interval 
[0,1]. 
The confidence of resolution of an inferred formula S 
represents the degree of derivability of S from the 
formulas used in the inference process. 
Mukaidono introduced an additional concept for 
implication (weight of rule) defined as the product of 
the confidence values of premise and conclusion: 
WR�S = c(R) * c(S) 
The weight of rule (usually defined as a closed 
interval) represents the degree of truth of an 
implication and it establishes the applicability of the 
rule, given the confidence of either the premise or the 
conclusion. 
In fact it is easy to prove that a rule R w ->S can be 
applied if and only if: 
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lwl � lc(R)I and lwl � lc(S)I. 
According to the previous definitions it is possible to 
derive from a given set of fuzzy Hom clauses all 
the fuzzy logical consequences, together with their 
confidences of resolution. 
The following example shows the inference 
mechanism applied to propositional clauses (first order 
predicate logic can be easily obtained by introducing 
unification ). 
From: 
rl)  A�B (wl = 0.3} 
r2) B�C (w2 = -0.4} 
r3) A�D (w3 = -0.7} 
r4) D�C (w4 = OJ} 
r5) A ([A]= 0.8} 
it is possible to derive: 
c(A) = ([A]-0.5) * 2 = 0.6; Cr(A) = 1; (from r5) 
c(B) = w1 /c(A) = 0.5 Cr(B) = min(cr(A),Ic(A)I) = 
0.6 (from r1, rS) 
Since lw31 > ci(A)I, r3 cannot be applied. 
c(C) = w2/c(B) = -0.8; Cr(C) = min (cr(B), lc(B)I) = 
0.5 (from r5,rl ,r2) 
The fuzzy propositiOn C is therefore a logical 
consequence of proposition S r5, r1 and r2. The inferred 
truth-value of C is: 
[C] = c(C)/2 + 0.5 = 0.1 
while its confidence of resolution, that represents the 
degree of derivability of C from the axioms, is: 
Cr(C) = 0.5. 
The confidence c(P) of a conclusion P and its confidence 
of resolution Cr(P) can be combined to give the 
confidence of resolved consequence: 
crc(P) = c(P) 
* 
Cr(P). 
DEFINITION OF A FUZZY TRUTH 
MAINTENANCE SYSTEM 
Extending De Kleer 's definition of ATMS (de Kleer 
1986), we define an FfMS in the following way. 
Every fuzzy formula introduced or derived by the 
attached problem solver corresponds to an FTMS 
node. 
A special kind of node is represented by the atom 1_, 
corresponding to "falsity", for which [1_] = 0 holds in 
any interpretation. 
A justification is a triple: 
<j,c(n),cr(n)> 
where j: XJ,X2, ... ,xm -> n is a propositional Horn 
clause asserting that the consequent node n is derivable 
from the conjunction of the antecedent nodes x 1 , ... ,xm 
and where c(n) and Cr(n) are respectively the 
confidence and the confidence of resolution 
established by j for the node n. 
A justification <j,-l,cr(l_)>, where the derived node is 
falsity, is communicated by the problem solver every 
time a contradiction is detected. 
An assumption is a self-justifying node representing 
the decision of introducing an hypothesis; it is 
connected to the assumed data through justifications. 
An en vir o n  m e n  t is a set of logically 
con juncted assumptions . 
An environment E has consistency cs(E) equal to 
the opposite of the maximal confidence of 
resolved consequence with which falsity can be derived 
from E and the current set J of justifications: 
cs(E) = - max Cr(l_)E 
j 
An FTMS context is defined as the set formed by 
the assumptions of an environment and all the nodes 
derivable from those assumptions. 
The goal of FTMS is to efficiently update the 
contexts when new assumptions or justifications are 
provided by the problem solver. 
This goal is achieved by associating with every node a 
description (label) of every context in which the 
node holds. 
More formally, a label Ln of the node n is defined as 
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the set of all the environments from which n can be 
derived: 
Ln = (Ei : Ei � n) 
j 
In order to save space and time, a problem solver may 
wish to consider only environments whose consistency 
is greater than some threshold a and/or from which 
nodes can be derived with a degree of derivability 
greater than some threshold � , where a and � depend 
on the problem domain. 
Therefore, given the two lower bounds a and � four 
important properties can be defined for the labels: 
a label Ln is a-consistent if the consistency of 
each of its environments is not less than a; 
a label Ln is �-sound if n is derivable from 
each of its environments with a confidence of 
resolution not less than �; 
a label Ln is a-�-complete if every a-consistent 
environment from which n can be derived with a 
confidence of resolution not less than � is a 
superset of some environment in Ln; 
a label Ln is minimal if no environment Ei in Ln 
is a superset of another environment Ek in Ln with 
crci(n)�crck(n). 
The task of FfMS is to ensure that each label in each 
node is a-consistent, �-sound, a-�-complete and 
minimal with respect to the current set of 
justifications . 
This task is performed by invoking the following 
label-updating algorithm every time the problem 
solver adds a new justification. 
Firstly the justification is recorded and then the new 
label and new confidence values are evaluated for the 
justified node. 
If the new label or confidence values are different from 
the old ones, the algorithm considers the datum 
associated with the node. If it is not the falsity ,then 
the updating process recursively involves the labels 
and confidences of all the consequent nodes . 
If the newly justified node is falsity , the consistency 
of each environment in the label is computed and the 
environment database is updated. 
It is worth noticing that the revision of node 
confidences can make no more significant previously 
applied rules , forcing the system to retract the 
corresponding justifications. 
Justifications are made retractable by conjoining them 
with extra assumptions which represent their 
defeasability. 
Only the minimal environment database (MEDB) is 
maintained in the sense that an environment Ez is 
recorded in the database only if no environment E1 
exists such that: 
(E1 c Ez) and (cs(El) > cs(Ez)). 
In contrast with ATMS, where inconsistent 
environments are removed from every node label, 
FfMS always keeps the environments in their 
labels, since consistency can be changed by successive 
justifications. 
FfMS maintains for each fuzzy formula S introduced 
or derived by an attached problem solver the following 
information: 
-the truth value of S, represented by the confidence 
established by the justifications of the 
corresponding node; 
-the degree of derivability of S from the current 
knowledge, represented by the confidence of 
resolution of the corresponding node; 
-the minimal set of environments from which S 
can be derived, together with their consistency 
values. 
At each step of the reasoning process, the problem 
solver can therefore rank the partial solutions 
currently available on the basis of several ordering 
criteria (truth value, degree of derivability, consistency 
of the hypotheses), discarding or eliminating solutions 
which are not enough founded. 
The main mechanisms for updating labels and 
confidences and their possible effects on the reasoning 
process are illustrated by the following example. 
Let us suppose that the problem solver, on the basis of 
its own domain knowledge and inference procedures, 
has already derived and communicated to FfMS the 
justifications reported in figure 1 (where 1t, p, cr, 't are 
assumptions and j_ indicates falsity) from which 
FfMS has determined the labels and the minimal 
environment database reported in figure 2. 
The consequent net of dependencies between 
assumptions and derived propositions is shown in 
figure 3. 
R5: A,B � E, { w5= 0.2} 
R6: A,C � F, {w6= 0.3} 
R7: E,F � H, {w7= 0.4} 
R8: C,D � F, {w8= 0.4} 
R9: B,F � E, { w9= 0.3} 
R1 0: C,B � j_, {wlO= 0.2} 
R1 1: F,D � G, (w11= 0.2} 
R12: A,H � G, {wl2= 0.4} 
R13: F,G � E, {wl3= 0.4} 
R 14: D,E � j_, { wl4= 0.5} 
figure Ia: set of inference rules 
J1 : < 1t � A, c(A) = 0.6, cr(A) = 1> 
J2: < p � B, c(B) = 0.4, Cr(B) = 1> 
h < cr � C, c(C) = 0.4, cr(C) = I> 
J4: < 't � D, c(D) = 0.4, Cr(D) = 1> 
15: <A,B � E, c(E) = 0.5, cr(E) = 0.5> 
16: <A,C � F, c(F) = 0.75, Cr(F) = 0.75> 
J7: <E,F � H, c(H) = 0.8, Cr(H) = 0.8> 
J8: <C,D � F, c(F) = 1, Cr(F) = 1> 
J9: <B,F � E, c(E) = 0.75, cr(E) = 0.75> 
J 1 0: <C,B � j_, c(j_) = 0.5, Cr(j_) = 0.5> 
J 1 1 : <F,D � G, c(G) = 0.75, Cr(G) = 0.75> 
J 1 2: <A,H � G, c(G) = 0.76, Cr(G) = 0.53> 
figure 1 b: a current set of justifications 
LA = {[(x), cs=ll} 
LB = ([(p), cs=l]} 
Lc = {[(cr), CS=ll} 
Lo = {[('t), cs=ll} 
LE = ([(7t,p), CS=l), [(7t,cr,'t), cs=-0.5)} 
Lp = ([(x,cr), cs=l), [(cr,'t), cs=ll} 
La= ([(x,p,cr), cs=-0.5), [(cr,'t), cs=ll} 
LH = {[(p,cr,'t), cs=-0.5]} 
figure 2a: the label of each node 
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MEDB: [(p,cr), cs=-0.5) 
figure 2b: the minimal environment database 
figure 3: The current dependency net 
Let now the problem solver adds the justification (see 
figure 4): 
J 13 <F,G � E, c(E) = 0.8, Cr(E) = 0.75> 
Since a new confidence value for E is introduced, it is 
necessary to update the truth-values of all the 
consequent nodes. In this case the updating process 
terminates after the new values for H have been 
evaluated, because the connfidence in G is not affected. 
c(H) = 0.5 Cr(H) = 0.5 
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figure 4: The added justification J 13 
The effect of J 1 3  on the labels is the following: 
LE = ([(1t,p), CS=l], [(cr;t), CS=l]) 
LH = ([(7t,p,cr), CS=-0.5], [(cr;t), cs = l]) 
LG = ( [(7t,p,cr), cs=-0.5], [(cr,t), cs=l]) 
Let us finally suppose that a new contradiction, 
represented by the justification J 1 4, is detected by the 
problem solver: 
J 14: <D,E � l_, c(_l_) = 0.4, Cr(_l_) = 0.4> 
This justification modifies the minimal environment 
database, introducing two new entries: 
MEDB: 
[(cr,t), cs=-0.5] 
[(7t,p,t), cs=-0.4] 
[(cr,t), cs=-0.4] 
Therefore the new labels become: 
LE = ([(7t,p), cs=l], [(cr,t), cs=-0.4]) 
LF = ([(1t,cr), cs=l], [(cr,t), cs=-0.4]) 
LG = ([(7t,p,cr), cs=-0.5], [(cr,t), cS=-0.4]) 
LH = {[(7t,p,cr), CS=-0.5], [(cr,t), cs = -0.4]) 
CONCLUSION 
The system described in this paper supports a problem 
solver in the task of selecting among several 
alternatives in situations affected by incomplete 
information , uncertain knowledge and vague data. 
FTMS allows the problem solver to make 
nonmonotonic inferences, revising previous conclusions 
if contradictions are detected. 
Every derived belief is associated with three 
parameters: a confidence which shows how much it is 
true, a confidence of resolution, which tells to 
what extent it is derivable from the current 
knowledge, and a consistency, which represents the 
degree of contradiction of the hypotheses which it 
relies on. 
Dependencies between beliefs are recorded so that 
when new information is supplied, only the affected 
beliefs are involved in the updating process. 
FTMS has been successfully implemented in Prolog. 
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